Meeting Minutes

Scholarship of Education Special Interest Group

10/19/2019 8-10AM

Hyatt Regency Bellevue – Cedar AB

I. Sarah Gilliland – Chair of SOE SIG

A. Update on new position as chair as Lisa had to step down
B. Goal for today is to become familiar with similar groups across APTE (Academy of Physical Therapy Education) and ACAPT (American Council of Academic Physical Therapy)

II. Jim Farris – ACAPT PT Education Research Network

A. MERC workshops have been offered as preconference courses – 6/12 results in a certificate
B. Ed research breakfast has been changed to an evening reception
   a. Goal of connecting people with like-minded research interests
C. There has been improved communication between ACAPT and APTE with common goals to move forward with PT education
D. Mentorship program sign up available here:
   a. https://www.acapt.org/about/pt-education-network
E. Open Discussion
   a. There is a desire to be able to express research interest nationally in a forum to promote collaboration
      i. There is an ed research network listserv, which can be accessed from the website
      ii. This is also the intent of the networking reception

III. Anita Santasier – APTA Section on Research Qualitative Research SIG

A. Embracing mixed methods designs
B. There will be a CSM SIG meeting – programming to be decided at that time
C. There will be a 4th annual qualitative research symposium
D. To be a member of the Qual SIG you only need to be a member of the Research Section

IV. Pam Levangie – APTE President

A. There are three consortia in ACAPT related to SOE – looking to consolidate
B. $500,000 donation to the Foundation, which adds to the endowment for Ed research
   a. POD 1 grant & Ed grant
      i. Ed grant has gone wanting in previous years
      ii. These two grants alternate years
b. Adopt a doc grant
   i. To defray post professional education
   ii. For any academy member – including clinicians

c. Need more applications overall
d. Read the email blasts to see important points
e. Volunteer opportunities on the website
   ii. Looking for greater diversity across APTE
   iii. Looking for a social media coordinator

V. Chris Sebelski – ACAPT Chair of the Clinical Reasoning Curricula and Assessment Consortium (CRCAC)

A. Clinical reasoning appears to be a thematic thread across SIGs and Consortia
B. The CRCAC is working on the strategic plan for 2020-2023 which includes becoming a resource for other SIGs and consortia
C. Planning a “Sigsortium” at CSM between the SOE SIG and the CRCAC
D. ACAPT board and CRCAC are holding a second Clinical Reasoning Symposium in March at AT Stills
   a. Registration will begin around 11/1
   b. Open to all days 1 and 2
   c. Posters accepted for days 1 and 2
      i. They will be peer-reviewed and a national conference
E. There will be a talk with the author even in November
F. Open positions in the CRCAC
   a. Secretary
   b. 2 nominating committee members

VI. Shawn Drake – ACAPT Education and Pedagogy Consortium

A. Presented that the SOE SIG is made up of researchers and the Ed and Pedagogy Consortium is made up of implementers of the research
B. Currently following the book Small Teaching
C. Hoping to participate in the “Sigsortium” at CSM

VII. Open Discussion

A. The difference between a SIG and a Consortium
   a. ACAPT is joined by your institution and you join a consortium as an individual
   b. APTE is joined by the individual and you also join the SIG as an individual

VIII. Sarah Gilliland – Chair of SOE SIG
A. The final Zoom book club is coming up
   a. Authors of the book have contributing to the discussion
   b. All are welcome even if you haven’t attended a prior Zoom call
B. Open Discussion regarding what to do next in the SIG
   a. Suggestion to learn more about theory in research design
   b. Grants < $5,000
      i. Can still apply to the APTE grants for less than $25,000
   c. Suggestion to start a writing workshop to help people with writing accountability
C. Email sign up sent around to members to schedule next Zoom meeting
   a. Suggestion made to record Zoom calls
   b. Need to find a way to share them

IX. Tricia Prokop – Nom Com SOE SIG
A. APTE is now accepting nominations for open positions
B. Nominations will be accepted until 12/1/2019
C. Visit https://aptaeducation.org/news/ for the list of open positions
   a. One major change in our open positions is that we will be searching for a Vice Chair, not a Chair, given that Sarah has stepped up to Chair
   b. Open positions are
      i. Vice Chair
      ii. 2 nominating committee members
D. To submit a nomination:
   a. Download the consent to serve form from https://aptaeducation.org/news/
   b. Submit nominations to Sarah Berke at sarah@aptaeducation.org
E. Contact Tricia or Kris with questions
   a. Tricia Prokop
      i. prokop@hartford.edu
   b. Kristine Thompson
      i. kathomps@oakland.edu

X. Open Discussion
A. GAMER (Grantsmanship and Mentorship in Education Research)
   a. Will be offered in November
   b. 4 day workshop on obtaining funding for ed research
B. Mini GAMER was a successfully offered as a preconference course for ELC
   a. No plans for offering it as a precon for CSM